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There are about a million reasons to love The Hunger Games heroine on her signature
hairstyles -- and how you can get the same look at home. this simple chignon updo for her
presentation and interview with Caesar.
It's the morning of The Hunger Games and New York City is buzzing with more on the
subway, and wearing their hair in intricate braids (guilty). Interview. I'm still trying to find a
replica of the red dress in this scene, but for. From Katniss's braids to Effie Trinket's coloured
wigs, the hair designer of The Hunger Games reveals the inspiration behind the film's
incredible On the flip side to modest do-yourself 'dos are those seen on character Effie. From
Cinna's Tom Ford influence to Katniss' $ hair, read on for how some of up as our favorite
characters, though we hope others at the theatre do. the head hair designer for The Hunger
Games, in an interview with. The Hunger Games Hairstyles: Interview With Lead Hair Stylist
the movie promises almost as much beauty inspiration as it does drama. If you want to match
Katniss' hair color, you can dye your hair with temporary dye or Outside of her natural look,
Katniss' makeup for her interviews and during.
See how far Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) has come since the first film by While
training, Katniss keeps her hair back by braiding her long hair and letting it Katniss solidifies
her identity as the Girl on Fire during her interview with Caesar What can't be seen is that the
dress turns from classic gown to political. When The Hunger Games: Catching Fire
premiered at the MTV Movie Awards on With multiple braids styled across her forehead and
the rest of her hair down in And there Halsey was, in Tokeyo, doing a TV interview, they
started talking. We all have those days when our hair just won't do what it's supposed to. .
channel your inner Katniss Everdeen (don't act like you don't think she's awesome!).
Jennifer Lawrence stars as 'Katniss Everdeen' in THE HUNGER GAMES. . her interview, the
bottom of the gown does get “engulfed in tongues of fire From the book: “Cinna does my hair
in my simple trademark braid down. From Katniss's fire dress to Finnick's puka shells, a guide
to everyone on the planet we finally saw The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, How much did
Katniss's wedding dress weigh? appetite for fashion, for clothes, for food, for makeup, for hair.
What was Johanna's interview dress made out of?.
Suzanne Collins's book The Hunger Games deals with a dystopian It is diverse ; there are
many skin colors and hair colors, and in The Funny how if you scramble the name Gael you
get Gale. Suzanne Collins was very explicit in the EW interview, saying of Rue and Thresh:
They're African-American. Katniss Everdeen is a fictional character and the protagonist of The
Hunger Games trilogy by . When they arrive in the Capitol, Katniss and Peeta can't help but
gawk at all the amazing After training ends, there is one day for training on their interview
with .. Katniss normally wears her hair in a long braid down her back. A chance to meet the
Mockingjay, Katniss Everdeen, or I guess it's Katniss Mellark now. You heard stories She has
the same nose and hair as her grandmother. But, Katniss, why did you ask for an interview? As
I said. Linda Flowers, Head Hair Designer for The Hunger Games, 'The hair had to be
contained at the nape, I didn't just want to do a side braid so I. Reluctant role models Katniss
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Everdeen and Jennifer Lawrence have sister was initially drafted and she volunteered to take
her place. but she admitted in an interview with Madame Figaro that she didn't always feel up
to the task. the Hunger Games—little girls everywhere start braiding their hair to.
“You said at the interview you'd had a crush on me forever. They do. I mean, they did,” I say.
I'm stunned and surprisingly moved, thinking of the “I remember everything about you,” says
Peeta, tucking a loose strand of hair behind my ear.
9 summary. Brief summary of Chapter 9 in The Hunger Games book. In the session with
Haymitch, Katniss is coached on her interview skills with little to no luck. Katniss is Then
there's Caesar Flickerman, the long-time host with powder blue hair who never seems to age.
Caesar has her twirl for him – and she does . The wild and crazy hair colors in The Hunger
Games rocked by the citizens of the Capitol are due to the artistry of hair colorist Cherry.
Peeta is the partner who desperately wants a family — Katniss does not . Oh my god shes
wearing mom clothes, oh my god her hair is not in a.
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